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Investing through 
the Coronavirus



main takeaways

#1) 20%+ of humanity could get infected, but the right 
way to think about this is one global surprise “severe flu.”

#2) The rally today wasn’t the “all clear”; we expect a 
double dip. Global economy should be OK, but volatility 
ahead for markets. So pace your additions instead of just 
fully sizing up today.



CORONAVIRUS 101

Virus starts 

in China



CORONAVIRUS 101

China goes “code red”



CORONAVIRUS 101

Virus sneaks out



CORONAVIRUS 101

Other countries don’t have 

the same “code red”



CORONAVIRUS 101

Virus spreads and should 
spread further



This is the flu, supercharged. 

CORONAVIRUS 101

Contagion period

Contagion rate (R0)

1 week

~1.3

2 days

2-4 weeks

~3-6 

5-10 days

People are infecting each other without 

knowing at much higher rates than the flu

Flu COVID-19

Incubation period



The core issue is lagging 
indicators. 

CORONAVIRUS 101

Reported cases
Actual cases



US outbreak is inevitable, in our opinion. 
20% of humanity could be infected.

CORONAVIRUS 101

Western states have less “code red”

2x the contagion rate

Lagging indicators

Lack of baseline immunity



Fortunately 80% of  cases are mild and 
feel roughly like the flu. So, yes, this is 
one giant “suprise” global severe flu.

CORONAVIRUS 101



Your physical health is different 
than your financial health. 



Gravitas is key.

KEY INSIGHT



“Should I size up entirely now? Is 
this the bottom?”


our market outlook

Market was up 5% today...



If you’re not yet fully invested, spread it 
out. There’s a high probability of a 
“double dip.”

our market outlook

Two reasons: fundamentals and technicals.



Fundamentals: We haven’t seen the second 
wave yet.

our market outlook

Wave 1: 

an initial infection happens >> 

governments tighten movements >> 

decrease spread of diseases >> 

controls are eventually relaxed 

Wave 2: 

a few months later >>

disease hits again >> 

infects a subset of new people



our market outlook

1918 Spanish Flu 2009 H1N1

History may not repeat itself, but it does tend to rhyme.



Technicals: we haven’t yet seen true 
capitulation.

our market outlook

Most dramatic sell-offs end in “capitulation”: investors giving 
up completely and selling their stocks at any price they can 
get, just to end the pain.



This would be the “true” bottom and when to get fully 
invested (if you’re not already), but it’s impossible to forecast.



Hedge funds are using derivatives like stock 

futures to cut back bets on stocks. By 

Wed/Thurs last week, trend-following hedge 

funds were jumping on the bandwagon. This 

is why you saw such sharp moves in markets.

our market outlook

Hedge funds using 
derivatives are 
what’s driving vol.



Investors have gotten marginally less positive 

on stocks, but still are not net short (bearish). 

Equity exposures could fall meaningfully if a 

second wave comes.

our market outlook

Investors remain 
positive on equities; 
this could flip.



second dipThe  could present another 
buying opportunity in this correction, so 

spread out your capital additions.

our market outlook



We think shorting can generate alpha in this 
environment.

20 high-quality stocks (“Titan 20”)



Personalized hedge (inverse S&P 
500 ETF; ticker SH)



Conservative

80%

20%

Moderate

90%

10%

Aggressive

95%

5%

TITAN POSITIONING



Three obvious health tips

PARTING WORDS

Wash your hands often


Try to avoid non-essential travel


If you have prescription meds, get advanced supply




Q&A



Titan Invest is an SEC registered investment adviser. Titan’s investment advisory services are 
available only to residents of the United States in jurisdictions where Titan is registered. Nothing here 
should be considered an offer, solicitation of an offer, or advice to buy or sell securities. Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. Any historical returns, expected returns or probability 
projections] are hypothetical in nature and may not reflect actual future performance. Account 
holdings are for illustrative purposes only and are not investment recommendations.



The content here is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a comprehensive 
description of Titan’s investment advisory services. 

Refer to Titan Invest’s Program Brochure for more information. Certain investments are not suitable 
for all investors. Before investing, consider your investment objectives. The rate of return on 
investments can vary widely over time, especially for long term investments. 



Investment losses are possible, including the potential loss of all amounts invested. Brokerage 
services are provided to Titan Clients by Apex Clearing, an SEC registered broker-dealer and member 
FINRA/SIPC. For more information, see our disclosures. Contact: 110 Greene Street, Suite 910, New 
York, NY 10012. Information provided by Titan Support is for informational and general educational 
purposes only and is not investment or financial advice. As of this writing, UBER was a holding of 
Titan clients but may cease to be at some point in the future.
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